
‘Hello Spring’; An International Video Collage

Participants: Patrick Ward (US, Evergreen), Hero, Jessica, Rajeshwari, River, Saz Jackson,

Catherine, Ann, Cathy, Michelle, Junito, Haleigh, Saylor, Sparkles, Jessica F.

Abstract: The Visual Arts group produced a ‘video collage’, where participants created a wide

variety of images to contribute to a single video art piece. The images revolved around the theme

of spring. The arrangement of the participant’s artwork was done in a simple manner and music

was selected that seemed to fit well with the tone of the imagery, letting the images speak for

themselves. The project was an experiment in collaborating on visual art between people on

different ends of the world. What resulted was a unified piece of video-art showing a multiplicity

of vantage points at a particular moment in time: spring.

In the Visual Arts group, we engaged in a

collaboration where each participant made imagery

reacting to the theme of spring.

The process was organic. It started with

open-ended dialogue in our series of zoom meetings.

As the facilitator, I decided to approach the

collaboration by trying to hold space for genuine dialogue, to see where students ended up

finding common ground and to gently cultivate that conversation. I think the organic approach

was inspired by the idea of ‘tong-ing’--holding a container of empty space and to see what would

come through. The conversation drifted towards film, and in particular Hollywood movies. The



experience of going to the movies seemed to be a common experience that all of the participants

from China, India and the U.S. shared. Discussion also drifted towards social media as a

pervasive medium for visual art.

Out of these two mutual interests and experience I was inspired to center our

collaboration on the online exchange of images. I wanted to take advantage of the contemporary

media landscape, where the relatively wide

availability of smartphones and the internet make it

possible to instantaneously share images and by

extension our own unique vantage-point on this

earth. The concept for the project ended up

resembling the words of Lt Gen Vinod Kumar

Sharmal at the symposium; that the disparate countries of the world are unified by one planet;

that the multiplicity of the world’s peoples spring from a shared unity. I am reminded of

Zuangzi’s vision of the world as a single entity, us included..

The project was essentially an experiment--we were not certain exactly how, or if the

project would work. I was amazed at the results. To be able to get glimpses into the collaborators

minds and environments through the imagery they created was a thrilling experience. Even

within a very simple theme like springtime, a range of responses came forward, including digital

painting, watercolor, video animation, and photography.

From the project I learned about collaboration in groups and doing so internationally, and

areas of cultural overlap and shared visual experience especially in the form of film and social

media. As a facilitator I learned the potential



importance of taking a leadership role in guiding discussion. Engagement in meetings was at first

slow and difficult. It was a challenge to get the conversation to gain momentum. My initial

strategy was to have a mostly hands-off approach--to let conversation proceed organically.

Towards the end of our time together, when I proposed the collaboration project idea, I realized

that providing structure was beneficial to the

connection between students. In hindsight I would

have proposed a project idea much earlier to

provide the meetings with a more tangible subject

for students to respond to.

The difficulty here lies in not

over-constraining interactions. The organic quality to the interaction has its benefits, but a pitfall

seems to lie in a lack of structure leading to a lack of engagement. If I were to do it again I would

also reach out to other groups and invite more people to participate, as I believe a larger amount

of visual responses would have added to the interest of the project.

In future collaboration projects I would suggest providing slightly more structure. I think

making due dates and requirements for the projects exceptionally clear could help spur

engagement. Providing examples of the sorts of collaborations that students did in years past

could also give the groups a sense of the range of possibilities available to them in collaboration.

However, the danger it seems as stated above, is that these efforts to provide structure make the

collaboration process not unfold organically.

The collaboration in the visual arts group ended up as a successful demonstration of the

power of the internet and ubiquitous smartphones in collaborating on visual art across the world.



It was a learning experience in not just working with others in a different country, but benefitting

from doing so.


